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Abstract. By using the frequency domain method, sufficient conditions which guarantee asymptotic stability of the null
solution of a certain class of third order nonlinear delay differential equation are established. Furthermore, effective criteria
for the existence of a bounded solution which is exponentially stable, periodic or almost periodic according as the forcing
term is periodic or almost periodic are obtained. Our results generalize existing results in the relevant literature.
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INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we shall use the frequency domain method to study the qualitative behavior of solutions for a certain
class of third order nonlinear delay differential equation. Studies into nonlinear differential equations have engaged
several authors for over half a century, with a wide range of qualitative properties being investigated (see for instance
[1-51]). Still there is much ground yet uncovered especially when delay terms are introduced. Results for third order
nonlinear delay differential equations appear not to have received desired attention, since the theory for third order
nonlinear differential equations without delay are currently still being developed themselves. Notwithstanding, it is
important both from the mathematical and most importantly, practical point of view, to attempt to provide time lag
versions to available results in the scalar case which appear on the horizon, which is by no means a trivial transition.
This is our prime motivation for this work.

Delay differential equations are similar to ordinary differential equations, but their evolution involves past values
of the state variable. The solution of delay differential equations therefore requires knowledge of not only the current
state, but also of the state a certain time previously.

Although numerous methods have been proposed in the literature to study non linear delay differential equations.
Some of the outstanding techniques used in investigating these qualitative behaviour of solutions include but are not
limited to Lyapunov’s second method which involves constructing a suitable positive definite Lyapunov functional
whose derivative is negative definite. Another is topological degree method which demands the verification of conti-
nuity properties of a certain operator and the proof of existence of a particular a-priori bound. However, in this paper,
we shall use the frequency domain method, which consists in the study of position of the characteristic polynomial
roots in the complex plane.

We shall now give definitions of some of the key words in this paper.

Definition 0.1 Let
x
′
(t) = F (t,x(t)). (1)

The solution x(t) of equation (1) is said to be periodic if x(t) = x(t+T ) for T > 0,−∞< t <∞ for all t. T is called
the period of x.

Definition 0.2 The solution x(t) of the equation (1) with f(t,0) = 0 is said to be stable if for each ε > 0 and to = 0,
there exists δ ≥ 0 such that ‖x0‖< δ and t≥ t0 imply ‖x(t, t0,x0)‖< ε.

Definition 0.3 The zero solution of equation (1) is asymptotically stable, if it is stable and in addition, there exists an
α ∈ [t1, t2], t0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2 ≤ t such that if x0 < δ(t0,α), we have |x(t; t0,x0)|< ε→ 0 as t→∞.
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Definition 0.4 The equilibrium point of the equation (1) is said to be exponentially stable, if there exist two positive
constant α and β which are independent of the initial values such that for sufficiently small initial values the inequality

‖x(t)‖ ≤ β exp(−α(t− t0))‖x(t0)‖
is satisfied for all ‖x(t0)‖≤ ε and t≥ t0. The largest constant α which may be utilized is called the rate of convergence.
If the initial values are sufficiently large, then it is said to be globally exponentially stable.

Definition 0.5 The solution x(t) of the equation (1) is said to be bounded if given h > 0, there exists a constant k > 0
such that ‖x(t, t0,x0)‖< k whenever ‖x0‖< h, t≥ t0.

Much work have been done on the qualitative properties of solutions of systems of the form




Ẏ (t) = (A+B)Y (t)−Qϕ(σ(t))

σ(t) = D∗Y (t)
(2)

where A, B, Q, D are n×n, n×n, n×m and n×m real matrices.
On the other hand, systems of the form





Ẋ(t) = AX(t)+BX(t− τ)−Qϕ(σ(t))

σ(t) = C∗1X(t)+C∗2X(t− τ)
(3)

where C1, C2 are n×m matrices, when generalized to third order nonlinear equations with delays, have not attracted
much attention, especially for similar qualitative properties whenever the parameter τ is sufficiently small and the
sector conditions

0 ≤ ϕj(σ1j)−ϕj(σ2j)
σ1j−σ2j

≤ µj , (σ1j 6= σ2j) (4)

(j = 1,2, · · · ,m) are satisfied see Afuwape and Castellanos [12].
Consider the following nonlinear delay differential equation of the form

x′′′(t)+ax′′(t)+ [b1x
′(t)+ b2x

′(t− τ)]+ [c1x(t)+ c2x(t− τ)]+
g(x′(t− τ))+h(x((t− τ))) = p(t), (5)

where a, b1, b2, c1, c2, are constants and h, g and p(t) are real valued continuous functions depending only on the
arguments displayed.

It is noted that in a series of papers, Barbalat [15], Barbalat and Halanay [16-17], Halanay [25-27] and Rasvan
[33-34] built on the works of Kalman, Popov and Yacubovich (see Afuwape and Castellanos [12], Yacubovich [50]
and the references therein) to arrive at a general theorem for systems of the form (2).

Suppose that for system (3)

(i) the system
Ẋ(t) = AX(t)+BX(t− τ)

is such that the equation
det(pI−A−Be−pτ ) = 0

has all the roots p with Rep < 0;
(ii) the nonlinear function ϕ(σ) = Col(ϕ1(σj1),ϕ2(σj2), · · · ,ϕm(σjm)), satisfies

ϕj(0) = 0,

0 ≤ (ϕj(σj))
σj

≤ µj ,(σj 6= 0), (6)

for constants µj ,(j = 1,2, . . . ,m);
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(iii) there exist a diagonal matrix L with non-negative elements, and a diagonal matrix R, such that for δ > 0, the
frequency domain condition

G(iω)+G∗(−iω)≥ δI > 0, for all real ω ∈ [−∞,+∞] (7)

where

G(p) = LK−1 +(L+pR)Υ(p)

with the transfer matrix
Υ(p) = (C∗1 +C∗2e−pτ )(pI−A−Be−pτ )−1Q

and K = diag(µ1,µ2, . . . ,µm) holds.

Theorem 0.6 Suppose that assumptions (i)− (iii) are satisfied, then the zero solution of system (3) is asymptotically
stable for all initial functions Xto(t) = ψ(t) ∈ C[−τ,0].

For a detailed proof of this theorem, see Rasvan V.l. [33, 34].

Remark 0.7 We note that matrices L and R are parameters to be chosen conveniently so that the frequency domain
condition (7) could be achieved. The choice of these parameters increase in difficulty with the number of nonlinear
functions and conditions that make the characteristic matrix to have roots with negative real parts.

Remark 0.8 We also note that for m = 1, the frequency domain condition (7) is a functional inequality, which can be
reduced to finding a parameter θ such that

1
µ

+ Re{(1+ iωθ)Υ(iω)} ≥ 0

for all ω ∈ IR.

ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY

Assumptions:
The following assumptions are valid on equation (5) with p(t) = 0

x′′′(t) + ax′′(t)+ [b1x
′(t)+ b2x

′(t− τ)]+ [c1x(t)+ c2x(t− τ)]
+ g(x′(t− τ))+h(x((t− τ))) = 0

(a)

a > 0; a(b1 + b2)− (c1 + |c2|) > 0; c1 > |c2|a2 > 2(b1 + b2);
a2 > 2(b1 + b2); (b1 + b2)2 > 2a(c1 + |c2|);

(b) h(0) = 0, g(0) = 0 and there exist µ1 > 0, µ2 > 0 such that

0 ≤ h(x(t))
x(t)

≤ µ1, (x(t) 6= 0); (8)

0 ≤ g(x′(t))
x′(t)

≤ µ2, (x(t) 6= 0). (9)

(c)

µ1 < c1 + |c2| 4c2(c2−1), (|c2|> 1); (10)
µ2 < a2−2(b1 + b2) (11)

7
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(d) For some µ1 > 0, ν1 > 0 and µ2 > 0, ν2 > 0

0≤ ν1

4(c1 + c2)
≤ ν2

µ1µ2
[1+

µ1

c1 + c2
] (12)

Main Result

Theorem 0.9 Suppose that assumptions (a)− (c) are satisfied, then the zero solution of system (5) with p(t) = 0 is
asymptotically stable for all initial function xto(t) = ψ(t) ∈ C2

[−τ,0].

Equation (5) with p(t) = 0 can be written in the system form (3) by putting

A =




0 1 0
0 0 1
−c1 −b1 −a


 ;B =




0 0 0
0 0 0
−c2 −b2 0


 ;

C1 =




1 0
0 1
0 0


 ;C2 =




1 0
0 1
0 0


 ;Q =




0 0
1 0
0 1


 .

Let us assume that the characteristic equation

∆(p) = det(pI−A−Be−pτ ) = p3 +ap2 +p(b1 + b2e
−pτ )+(c1 + c2e

−pτ ) = 0

has solutions p with Rep < 0.
Then, ∆(iω) =A− iB, where

A = (c1−aω2)+ c2 cosωτ + b2ω sinωτ = (c1−aω2)+Rcos(ωτ −ψ1)
and
B = ω(ω2− b1)− b2ω cosωτ + c2 sinωτ = ω(ω2− b1)+Rsin(ωτ −ψ1)

with ψ1 = arctan( b2ω
c2

) and R =
√

(c2
2 + b2

2ω
2).

We note that |∆(iω)|2 = (A)2 +(B)2 6= 0 for all ω ∈ IR, since A= 0 and B = 0 have no common real solutions.
Thus (iωI−A−Be−iωτ )−1 exists, and the transfer function is given by

Υ(iω) =
e−iωτ

∆

(
1 1
iω iω

)

If we choose

L =
(

ν1 0
0 ν2

)
;

K−1 =

(
1

µ1
0

0 1
µ2

)
;

R =
(

θ1 0
0 θ2

)
,

then, after some simplifications we have have the frequency domain inequality (7) as

π(ω) =
(

π11(ω) π12(ω)
π21(ω) π22(ω)

)
, (13)

where

π11(ω) =
2ν1

µ1
+2

(ν1A−ωθ1B)cosωτ +(ν1B+ωθ1A)sinωτ

A2 +B2
(14)

π22(ω) =
2ν2

µ2
+2

ω(ν2A−ωθ2B)sinωτ −ω(ν2B+ωθ2A)cosωτ

A2 +B2
(15)
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and
π12(ω) =

ν1 + iωθ1

∆
e−iωτ − iω

ν2− iωθ2

∆̄
e−iωτ = π̄21(ω) (16)

Next, we show that inequality (13) is positive. To show this, it suffices to use the Sylvester’s criteria which demand
that the principal minors of π(ω) in (13) be strictly positive.
For π11(ω) to be positive is equivalent to showing that

1
µ1

> maxω∈IR
(ω θ1

ν1
B−A)cosωτ − (B+ωθ1A)sinωτ

A2 +B2
(17)

Inequality (17) is satisfied if θ1 =−a and for small values ν1.
Similarly, we can show that π22(ω) > 0. This is true if θ2 is chosen to be negative and µ2 < 1

ν2θ2
.

At last, we show that det .π(ω) > 0. This is true if

ν1ν2

µ1µ2
+

ν1ν2

µ2(c1 + c2)
>

µ1
2

4(c1 + c2)
. (18)

EXPONENTIAL STABILITY

Let us consider the case when there is a forcing term p(t) 6= 0 in the equation (5). We shall consider the existence of
a globally exponentially stable solution which is periodic (or almost periodic) whenever the forcing term is periodic
(or almost periodic). For the general situations, much literature have been devoted (see for example Halanay [26] and
Rasvan [33, 34]. However, in applications, very few articles have been devoted to third order nonlinear equations with
delays, using the frequency domain methods.

For the general system of the form:




Ẋ(t) = AX(t)+BX(t− τ)−Qϕ(σ(t))+P (t)

σ(t) = C∗1X(t)+C∗2X(t− τ)
(19)

where A,B are n×n-matrices; Q,C1,C2 are n×m-matrices; and P (t) is an n−vector, the following theorem was
proved:

Theorem 0.10 Suppose that for system (19)

(i) the system
Ẋ(t) = AX(t)+BX(t− τ)

is such that the equation
det(pI−A−Be−pτ ) = 0

has all the roots p with Rep < 0;
(ii) the nonlinear function ϕ(σ) = Col(ϕ1(σj1),ϕ2(σj2), · · · ,ϕm(σjm)), satisfies

0≤ (ϕj(σj))− (ϕj(σ̄j))
σj− σ̄j

≤ µj , (σj 6= σ̄j), (20)

ϕj(0) = 0, (21)

for constants µj ,(j = 1,2, . . . ,m);
(iii) there exists a diagonal matrix L with non-negative elements such that for δ > 0, the frequency domain condition

G(iω)+G∗(−iω) > δI, for all real ω ∈ [−∞,+∞] (22)

where

G(p) = LK−1 +LΥ(p)

9
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with
Υ(p) = (C∗1 +C∗2e−pτ )(pI−A−Be−pτ )−1Q

and K = diag(µ1,µ2, . . . ,µm) hold;
(iv) P (t) satisfies

|P (t)| ≤ ρo for all t.

Then, system (19) has a unique bounded solution on (−∞,∞), which is exponentially stable. Moreover, if P (t) is
periodic (respectively almost periodic ), so also is the bounded solution.

For a detailed proof of this theorem, see Rasvan V.l. [33, 34].
Assumptions
The following assumptions are valid on equation (5)

x′′′(t)+ax′′(t)+ [b1x
′(t)+ b2x

′(t− τ)]+ [c1x(t)+ c2x(t− τ)]+g(x′(t− τ))+h(x((t− τ))) = p(t)

(a)

a > 0; a(b1 + b2)− (c1 + |c2|) > 0; c1 > |c2|a2 > 2(b1 + b2);
a2 > 2(b1 + b2); (b1 + b2)2 > 2a(c1 + |c2|);

(b) for some ρo > 0, |p(t)| ≤ ρo for all t in (−∞,+∞)
(c) h(0) = 0, g(0) = 0 and for some δ3 > 0, δ>0, there exists µ3 > 0, µ4 > 0 such that

0 ≤ h(x(t))−h(x̄(t))
x(t)− x̄(t)

≤ µ3

0 ≤ g(x(t))−g(x̄(t))
x(t)− x̄(t)

≤ µ4

(c)

1
µ3

+
c2 +(c1−aω2)cosωτ −ω2τ(b1−ω2)( sinωτ

ωτ )
[(c1−aω2)+Rcos(ωτ −ψ1)]2 +[ω(ω2− b1)+R sin(ωτ −ψ1)]2

(23)

≥ δ3 > 0.

for all real ω, with ψ1 = arctan( b2ω
c2

) and R =
√

(c2
2 + b2

2ω
2).

(d)

1
µ4

+
[(c1−aω2)+Rcos(ωτ −ψ1)]

[(c1−aω2)+Rcos(ωτ −ψ1)]2 +[ω(ω2− b1)+R sin(ωτ −ψ1)]2
(24)

≥ δ4 > 0. (25)

for all real ω.

Main Result

Theorem 0.11 Suppose that assumptions (a)− (d) are satisfied, then, there exists a bounded exponentially stable
solution for equation (5), which is periodic ( or almost periodic) whenever p(t) is periodic ( or almost periodic ).

The proof follows similar pattern to the earlier illustrated asymptotic stability .
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